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This is a nice little casual tycoon/managment-styled game and you would assume there's upgrades and unlockables to help you
progress in the game- but there's no way to actual progress. No matter how proficient you are at handling customers, the rent
will continue to increase which hinders your ability to expand to a larger location. By the time you get closer to the money you
need to expand, the rent will cut you down to half that. Essentially you hit a wall and simply can't go anywhere in the game
except the "game over" screen.. The port feels a tad lazy and I wish the Fullscreen VSync stuff wasn't quite so bad, but I think
the gameplay really makes up for it. Enjoyed the ♥♥♥♥ out of the first game on my old psp and am thrilled at being able to
play it on my pc with controller now.

Edit: So apparently I can no longer bind square on my controller for no reason. Also, why can't I use the d-pad and the analog
stick and not just one or the other?. i love this game if u like super meat boy then you will definitely love this game its 10 times
better.. It was cute, the artwork is really nice and the music is good. I found it very relaxing. The first chapter wasn't that
difficult. I added the full game to my wishlist so I can finish playing it, hopefully soon. :). You honestly couldn't find a more
helpful dev. Helped me get everything set up so I can play in rockband-esque style of play to learn, and he was so great to help
me. This game is absolutely awesome so far too, do yourself a favor, come join the revolution of VR music, get this game.. The
game would be difficult to understand without the tutorial, but it does a good job of explaining the various names, pictures and
buttons. The the music goes well with the game and swithces up a lot, keeping the ears happy. The music text and also seem to
fit the 8-bit style. Speaking of which, the 8-bit designs used for the various sprites and buildings makes the game seem so simple
despite having a good amount of detail. In other words, the graphics don't take away from the game at all and you can still tell
what everything is, even from far away.

The gameplay istelf is very addicting and I find that the more I fail, the more I want to keep playing to see how far I can get.
The random events that occur add to the flow of the game and make sure there aren't many dull moments. The goal of the game
is to protect your village from different enemies every winter (cool that concept itself) and the fact that you can research things
and improve your buildings and population makes it more complex than a normal survival game.

All in all, "VilleTown" is an unique, old-school looking tower defense game that keeps you playing constantly with real-time
changing seasons. Thumbs up, very addicting.. Lots o potential fun now.. Great game enjoying it! well worth it!
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Simply FANTASTIC! I will never forget the first time I floated in space near those planets. I actually yelled out of fear and
awe. This is where VR really shines.. Do you find yourself wishing that Sam and Max had annoying voice acting? Do you find
yourself wishing that Sam and Max didn't have such sharp wit? Are you the sort of easily-amused dimwit who claps your hands
and squeals with glee whenever you see a pirate? Then by gum you'll love this really annoying game.

N.B.: A lot of time and care seems to have gone into the making of this game and it's technically very slick. But a lovingly-
arranged bouquet of broccoli and dog turds is still a bouquet of broccoli and dog turds.. amazing music as always. This is a fun
little game. I really enjoy the premise, and the art and music is top notch! Very creative and original! :). the game look cool but
its just aint good
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